## Tour de KART
In September, 22 supporters took part in the Tour de KART sponsored event. We are very pleased to say that we raised an **AMAZING £2398.** £1000 of this total was matched funding from Santander. Thanks to all those who took part and for all those who sponsored and supported this event.

## School Groups
Please pray for the SU groups at Fair Isle PS (JAM), Viewforth HS (Ignite) and Kinghorn PS (Supa Seekers). Pray for all those who attend and for all leaders and volunteers who help run these groups.

Pray also for the Boys Group which Chris runs at Kirkcaldy North PS. Chris is there as a positive male role model for the boys who may not have such a figure in their lives. The sessions range from Remote control helicopter flying through to not judging people by their outward appearance.

## PROJECT 70 MORE
Over the past 7 years we have been very privileged to receive large grants firstly from the Go For It Fund and then latterly from the Joseph Rank Trust to the value of £10,000 each year for 3 years. We should receive the last instalment of this funding in Spring of 2017. This grant is not something which can be reapplied for. There will then be a shortfall in our budget annually to the value of £10,000. To bridge this gap we are launching **PROJECT 70 MORE.** Our aim is to encourage an additional 70 financial supporters to pledge either £12 per month or £144 per year. This will ensure that the work of KART can continue for the next 7 years and beyond. If you feel you could support KART in this way then please email enquiries@kart.me.uk

## Ski Trip
In January Chris accompanied pupils and staff from the North PS on a ski trip to Nethy Bridge Outdoor Centre. Pray that the good relationships built with the school will lead to more opportunities for Chris within the school.

## SU Camp
15 young people from the Kirkcaldy Area are staying at Lendrick Muir for the P5-S6 weekend from 3rd-5th February. Pray for all who attend, for safety and for their knowledge and Christian Faith to grow through attending this weekend led by Bruce Lockhart.

If you would like to contact Chris:  
**Email -** chris.beattie@kart.me.uk  
**Telephone -** 07746373860